Mates

I wanted to include eight pairs of similarly linked items in the grid, but two of the sixteen had to be hidden slightly differently from the rest. Which are they?

Across
1. NA tribe once regularly repulsed dangerous reptile (5)
4. Initially Brown and partner landing large contraption in reservoir (8)
8. Frittering away salary entertaining a vacuous starlet (7)
9. Absurd lies and contradictions (7)
11. Deplores guidelines lacking latitude (4)
12. What stops Julian being Julia soon afterwards? (4)
13. Following where M4 takes Englishman delivering ales (2,3)
14. Block dating app husband opens for short time (6)
16. Order book about enthralling origin of unusual slug (6)
19. Answer question in largely accessible cryptic (6)
21. Paint sample from possible Manet sent back (6)
24. Take every pass (5)
25. Substantial draught ultimately dislodges hairpiece (9)
26. Great work as far as Phibs is concerned? (4)
28. Dines out, devouring a river fish (7)
29. Apart from backtracking, one's devious (7)

30. Accepted millions don't drink ordinary liqueur (8)
31. Gather Prince consented to embracing American (5)

Down
1. Eccentric fellow crossing duck with chicken (6)
2. Solicit second rate cheese spread (7)
3. One on the lookout drops right off (4)
4. Brent erupting about HR backing for Office colleagues (8)
5. Packed Hollywood hideaway? (5)
6. Against wearing uniform introduced by corporation - it's seamless (9)
7. Adjoining main street, area bordered by very old wood? (7)
10. SA township extremely damp, essentially flooded (6)
15. Check set up to catch anything more risqué (9)
17. Puts up panels (6)
18. Confused re oath in Hamlet perhaps (4-4)
20. Result of a large naked man running amok? (7)
22. Honour Luxembourg international, one breaking into French XI (7)
23. Most recent amalgamation of the Yorkshire Ridings? (6)
25. Consumed odds and ends from outside Indian restaurant (5)
27. One's inclined to stomp but not tango (4)